Two years ago, the Jackie Robinson biopic 42 was released, and Chadwick Boseman turned in a strong performance as the first African-American athlete to desegregate baseball. Although director Brian Helgeland succeeded in making a great baseball movie, he never quite captured the true legacy of Robinson. Two years later, that legacy—and the notion of legacy itself—is somehow better expressed in a documentary on the life, times, and struggles of Archbishop Desmond Tutu. In one of the opening scenes from Children of the Light, Tutu reflects back to his childhood, and names Jackie Robinson as one of his first heroes. In the baseball giant, he saw that there was hope for change and progress for blacks—even in the very places where they had been discriminated against, among the very people who had beaten them down. In this opening and throughout the film, Children of the Light makes powerful connections between the legacies left by predominantly peaceful revolts from people of color the world over, with the Bishop at the center—a man informed and inspired by his past, even as he evolved into an icon that would inform and inspire South African politics, and the world.

In addition to Robinson, and other African Americans who broke down huge racial barriers, director Dawn Engle also focuses on the work of Trevor Huddleston, which had a direct influence on young Tutu. Tutu speaks on the hope, love, and kindness bestowed upon him by this white, British bishop, who visited him when he was in hospital, and also fought against apartheid. Such love became a foundation for the Bishop’s work, as he grew up to become an activist and a voice for the oppressed.

Even while recounting the horrors of apartheid, and the anti-apartheid movement—even
while speaking on the prime minister and politicians, and police officers who were responsible for the deaths of hundreds of thousands of peaceful protestors in South Africa and abroad—the Archbishop remains steadfast in his belief of good, over evil. The documentary positions Tutu as an activist who saw and experienced true horrors in the fight for the rights of black South Africans, and still believed in a non-violent approach because of his love for humanity over one group, or one individual. However, there is also footage that make such beliefs difficult to entertain, or even understand.

*Children of the Light* takes us through disturbing images and video from the 1976 Soweto massacre, and the post-apartheid Truth and Reconciliation trials, in an attempt to tell the full story of Tutu's political life. That he received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1984, but voted for the first time in a free and fair, all-race election in 1994 speaks volumes about the fight to take down the very political system he had grown up under.

The Archbishop is such a strong public figure, one wishes the documentary might have provided more insight into his personal life. There are some lovely bits that he shares about his wife, Leah, but *Children of the Light* focuses almost exclusively on his political life, including his work with the late Nelson Mandela, both before and after Mandela's imprisonment. Tutu is quick to remind his audience that Mandela's release, and subsequent election to the presidency of South Africa, was a single, great victory among many tragedies and letdowns. As the people of South Africa celebrated one achievement, another political struggle was always underway, another violent attack—sometimes at the hands of their own people—was often occurring at the same time. There was no rest for the weary, nor for the wicked. And as a man who believes strictly in non-violent protest, “all you were armed with was a Bible,” the Bishop proclaims.

And the fight continues. The documentary broadens toward the end, as the focus turns to five young activists from across the globe, each individually inspired by Bishop Tutu to give back in some way. And although the tone is hopeful, there are parts of the film that are simply discouraging. Images of the early anti-apartheid uprisings that look practically identical to Ferguson, Missouri protests in 2014 are reminders that racism has yet to be dismantled, although systems of racism are always being challenged. That which Tutu and Mandela, and countless others worked tirelessly to tear down still exists, but *Children of the Light* is also a reminder that those who toil for a cause, rarely do so in vain.

And so one legacy begat another, which begat another. Without Robinson, there is no Tutu, and without Tutu there would be no Barack Obama (footage of his meetings with Tutu also appear in the film, and he credits the South African icon for informing his early political interests). Engle and the PeaceJam Foundation have created a fitting tribute that will, hopefully, inspire the next generation of political minds in Africa, and abroad.

*Children of the Light* is currently available for [free download](#) in celebration of this Sunday's International Peace Day.
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